
HOW TO WRITE A DIARY ENTRY GCSE EXAMS

Diary Entry/Journal. A diary is a personal record of things that have happened to the writer. It can also Write in the first
person and give a sense of character.

What techniques do you find work for you? Everyone thinks revision is the be all end all, but it's the ability
that counts. They'll either be doing more than you, which will make you feel stressed; or less, which will
demotivate you. If you can teach it then you can understand it! At university you just have to find some
method in the madness and get on with it. Your head teacher is right though, do the work now and enjoy the
holidays because you've earnt them. That said, don't go overboard though and panic if there are one or two
things you just don't understand - staying up until 2am the night before an exam, desperately trying to
understand that one last topic is a bad, bad idea. An exam is just a point in time that we try and do our best in -
nothing more. One new technique is sticking revision notes around the house. At school, you have more
contact hours and everything is covered and documented in class. Three students at different stages in their
education share what it's like to revise, revealing what's unique about their exams, and some common threads
among all students who are revising. Lesson observations and inspirational strategies tutor2u More Stuff. At
school, teachers organise revision sessions leading up to the exam, at university you have to work out your
own timetable. This question can be a tricky one. Tick these off as you write. Past Papers. The list of possible
books you could read to help your revision is infinite. I was clutching my 'escape bag', more because I wanted
to have something to hold on to than because I wanted to run away. Split the topics and take it in turns to
explain to each other what you have learned. Some aspects of revising are the same: maths students look at
past papers, French students revise tenses and history students hammer in dates. That's why an entire wall of
my room is plastered in scribbled notes. I had to do English and physics coursework whilst on holiday in
Sharm El Sheik - If you think sticking to a revision timetable is tough, try dragging yourself form a pool or
sunbed to write about resistance! Diary Entry Example. After all these years of the summer exam routine, do
revision habits change much? Quality and affordable paper to make easier your education Instead of wasting
time in inefficient attempts, get specialized help here Creative writing diary entry essays - Custom Essays I've
drawn up a revision timetable - but making it, with all its different colours and patterns, is very different from
sticking to it.


